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  VEDIC MATHEMATICS  

 &   

                            MODERN MATHEMATICS 

 

SATHAPATYA MEASURING ROD 

 

(HYPER CUBES 1 TO 6) 
First Week Day 06 

=================================================================

ABOUT THE WAY WE MAY BE PROGRESSING  
 
1. Five out of seven days of week to be 

devoted for subject progress. 

2. Sixth day of the week is being reserve for 

attending to the queries if any, from the 

participants. 

3. Seventh day and if need be other days of 

the week as well will be utilized for the 

subject contribution from the participants. 

4. As such, it is being shared with the 

participants that they shall share subject 

content to be taken up. 

5. Also participants may send their queries 

at e-mail (vedicganita@vedicganita.org) 

and the same may be attempted. The 

other participants as well may be 

attempting their answers for the queries 

paused. The participant may refer to the 

week (and the week day) so that the focus 

of the focus and reference to the queries 

may be appreciated for the facility of 

attempted answers to the same. 

6. It also would be a blissful exercise to 

attempt sum up of the subject progress 

during the week. 

7. It would further be a very blissful 

exercise and one shall start compiling 

one’s own dictionary of technical terms 

and concepts. 

8. Still further it would be a very blissful 

exercise that one shall start enlisting the 

conceptual gaps and the possible 

elaboration at different steps of the 

subject progress. 

9. Still further it is going to be a very very 

blissful exercise to draw a comparative 

table of the concepts and aspects of 

modern mathematics approach, in respect 

of, and being parallel to the subject 

matter and processing steps of Vedic 

Systems. 

10. The scholars may find time and pooling 

their experience to systematize Vedic 
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Mathematics system learning as text book 

format. 

11. Research papers for exhaustive coverage 

of particular aspect in this Domain are 

being to be the real contribution. 

12. Senior scholars may help enlists the 

particular aspects of this knowledge 

domain which deserve to be attended by 

the research scholar and research 

institute. 

13. This way it is going to be a very blissful 

participative chase. 

14. I will sincerely hope that the dedicated 

individuals shall be making this year  a 

very successful year for the comparative 

study of modern Mathematics and Vedic 

Mathematics. 

15. During day 1 to day 5 of this week, issues 

no 1 to 5 have covered following steps:  

 

 

Sn. Dated Sathpatya Geeta Devnagri Stotram 

1 1-Oct-15 Hyper cube-1 / 

Interval 

--------- -------- -------- 

2 2-Oct-15 Infinite points / 

Infinite line 

constituents  

Introductory 

Features 

Broad Features -------- 

3 3-Oct-15 Infinite: ‘in-

Finite’ 

From origin of 3-

space to origin of 

4-space 

Swar Sandhi / 

Combination of 

Vowels 

-------- 

4 4-Oct-15 First Vowel and 

Second Vowel 

combine                                                            

and reach sixth 

vowel 

Pushpikas / 

colophons of 18 

chapters 

Shiv Sahastranam 

Stotram 

Stotram 

5 5-Oct-15 Ganita Sutra – 1 

Ekadhiken 

Purvena 

Geeta Parinam 

Shaloka 

Vyanjan Sandhi 

(O;tau lfU/k) 

Table of TCV 

values of one 

thousand 

names of Lord 

Shiv 

 

 

 

  

                  Dr. S. K. Kapoor 

          Ved Ratan 

 

 


